Another tool for creating a concise and clear summary of your successful implementation is to use the template from the Inventory of Promising Practices.

**Inventory of Promising Practice Template**

Name of Women’s Shelter or Transition, Interval, Second Stage or Safe House:

Website and Social Media:

Name of the practice, project or program to be highlighted:

Three sentence summary of the practice, project or program: What inspired it, when was it launched, who is served, and how does it help?

Two sentence summary of key learnings from the implementation process: What did you adjust along the way, and why?

Two sentence profile of house: Start date, type of housing offered, area served?

Optional: 1-sentence quote from a participant or house representative on why the service matters.

Sharing an implementation story in the Inventory of Promising Practices on www.endvaw.ca/pep helps to connect the knowledge of the women’s shelter and transition house movement as a whole.